Course Code : INTS E3015

Title : International Politics and Conflict Resolution

Type : Core

Learning Outcome : At the end of the course, the students will be able to explain theories and concepts of International Politics and Conflict Resolution case studies in world politics

Part I


Part II

Nature & areas of the subject, Origin and development of theory of conflict management & resolution; Theories of conflicts. Conflict management & resolution mechanism; Approaches to conflict resolution & human rights. Patterns, nature & areas of conflict; Major conflicts by regions, Conflict resolution procedures in the contemporary context, Problem of refugees, the role of third parties in selected conflict situations, Regional Integration as a means of conflict resolution.

Methods of Teaching

and Learning : Seminars, Study guides, Tutorials, Assignments.

Scheme of Assessment : Assignment 20%, Written Examination 80%


Schuman F.L. International Politics, New York, 1941.


